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Abax Absolute Fund Commentary 
 

Quarterly Overview 

 
The third quarter of 2018 saw continued pressure on emerging markets. US rates moved sharply 

higher and put pressure on risk premiums. South Africa continues to struggle to generate economic 

growth and the ‘Ramaphoria’ of early 2018 is now a distant memory. The economy contracted in Q2 

and SA is now technically in a recession after two consecutive quarters of negative growth. There 

continue to be risks to emerging markets where fundamentals are generally poor in terms of growth 

and debt metrics. Chinese growth is slowing and this could be exacerbated by the trade war with the 

USA. Political noise continues in SA as well as peers like Turkey and Brazil. In recent days Italy has 

pushed through a budget which goes against Eurozone rules, which risks precipitating another crisis. 

 

Developed market equities had a strong quarter, as the S&P500 continues to make new highs. It is 

quite shocking to note that over the past 9 years the S&P 500 is 165% higher, and Emerging markets 

(including South Africa) are largely flat when also measured in US dollars. The JSE has been under 

protracted pressure, and is now back to levels last seen 4 years ago. Fortunately, the market is starting 

to present some interesting opportunities. In fact, half the securities that make up the Top 40 (i.e.  20 

companies) are more than 20% off their highs, as opposed to 3 years ago when only 10% (i.e. 4 

companies) were.  

 

The JSE SWIX Index was down 3% for the quarter (and now -8% YTD). Listed property stabilized (-1% 

for the quarter) after the first quarter blow-up of the Resilient Group of companies, taking the YTD 

return to -22%. SA Government bonds and inflation linkers produced marginally positive returns, but 

underperformed cash over the quarter. The ZAR weakened another 3% over the quarter, taking the 

YTD depreciation to 14%. 

 

 Fund Positioning 

 

We have a modest exposure to global equity overall as we believe that these markets remain 

overvalued (especially US equity) and we see risks rising. Over the past year alone, the 2-yr US bond 

(the global risk-free rate) has risen a dramatic 1.5% (from 1.4% to 2.9%), liquidity has been drained 

from the system as Quantitative Easing shifts to Quantitative Tightening and the 9-yr bull market looks 

set to become the longest in history.  

 

We have always viewed currencies as a separate asset class. During the quarter we added some 

currency overlays to the portfolio in order to lock in some the material rand weakness experienced, 

but at the same time still affording us exposure to (some) further currency weakness. Currently our 

effective hard currency exposure is around 23% of the fund. 

 

Over the quarter the emerging market selloff impacted currency and bonds - this afforded us to 

increase our allocation to domestic bonds at attractive levels (yields of over 9% implying a real yield 

of more than 3%). Given the fund’s mandate, we maintain some hedging on our domestic equities to  
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limit downside losses. Overall, domestic equities are fairly valued – the JSE All Share Index PE ratio (ex 

Naspers) of about 12 times is slightly below long-term averages. A further derating might present 

attractive opportunities into our domestic market.  

 

Conclusion 

 

The Fund produced a return of +2.1% for the quarter (net of fees), ahead of the peergroup of 1.6%. 

The Fund has outperformed the peergroup over all periods but is lagging CPI+3% slightly over 3-years 

as weak asset markets took its toll on returns. The Fund’s overall stance is still fairly defensive given 

asset class valuations. More recently it seems like we’ve entered a period of heightened volatility 

which might provide us with attractive opportunities in some asset classes. Over any investment cycle 

our aim is to deliver inflation-beating returns via a good balance between growth and stable assets 

reflecting our fundamental view on asset classes while delivering a return signature with lower than 

average levels of downside risk.  

 


